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ON REGULAR EXTENSIONS OF MEASURES

GEORGE BACHMAN AND ALAN SULTAN

Let Sf be a sublattice of 2* containing 0,X and let
MR{^f) be the collection of all bounded nonnegative finite-
ly additive measures defined on J&(£f) the algebra gener-
ated by £f which are ^-regular in the sense that μ(E) =
Bupμ(L), LczE, Le £f, E e J / ( ^ ) , It is shown here that if
£fxτz£fΛ are sublattices of 2X and ju6MB(^i), then μ ex-
tends to a veMR(^2). Several applications are given.

O Introduction* In previous papers see [1-4, 18, 19] we were
concerned with regular extensions of measures and their applications
to several different areas of mathematics. Typically one was given
a μeMRi^i) and conditions were given for when μ extended to a
veMR(Jέf2) where J ^ c i ^ were sublattices of 2Σ. Sufficient condi-
tions for the countable additivity of v to follow from that of μ
were also given. In this paper we show that for finitely additive
measures, regular extensions always exist. This theorem represents
a significant extension of our main theorem of [3] in that now no
connection between ^ and Jΐf2 is required except that Sf1 c ,g\.
This theorem has a great many applications and some of them are
given both to measure extensions and the related concept of measure
repleteness, a concept studied in many special cases in [5; 7-10, 14-17].

1' Terminology* Since the results of this paper use to a large
extent those of [3], we will adopt the notations and terminology of
[3]. The reader need only be familiar with § 2 of that paper. Again
we assume that 0, X are elements of all sublattices Sf of 2X and
assume, since this represents no loss of generality, that all measures
are bounded and nonnegative. We need the following additional
definitions and notations: While MR(σ, J5f) usually denotes the col-
lection of countably additive measures on j&(J*f), when £f is a
delta lattice, we know we may extend any μ e MR(σ, £f) to σ{^)
retaining the ^-regularity. Thus we will assume in the case that

is a delta lattice that a μeMR(σ, £f) is already defined on

If μeM(^f), then by the support of μ, denoted by S(μ), we
mean Π {A e Sf \ μ(A) = μ(X)} (even if the measure is defined on
σ(J*f)). We say that £? is measure replete if and only if every
nonzero μ 6 MR{σ, £f) has nonempty support.

If EcX, by ^ OE we mean {Lf\E\Le^f}. When we say
EczX is ^-compact, we will mean that the lattice £>f Γι E is com-
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pact. When we are working with lattices coming from several dif-
ferent sets we will subscript the lattices appropriately. Thus, %'x
will denote the lattice of zero sets of X

If we assume that X and Y are abstract sets and J2^ and ̂ Sf2

are sublattices of 2X and 2Y respectively then T: X —• Y is called
^fx — ^2 continuous if {T~1(Lά\L2e£f2}<zβ£f1, or more succinctly if

^ . T is called JS^ - ^ closed if T ( ^ ) c ^ where
= {T(Lύ\L1£tS(§- If Γ is a surjection which is ^ - ^

continuous, ^ — ̂  closed and such that T"1^} is ^-compact for
each p 7 , we call T £?λ — £f2 perfect or just perfect when the
lattices involved are clear. In the case that X and Y are topolog-
ical spaces and ^fx = J^x and <Sf2 = <_̂> we get the usual topological
definition of perfect map.

2* The general measure extension theorem* We are now
ready to prove our main extension theorem. The theorem general-
izes substantially our main extension theorem of [3]. We should
remark that while the existence of a measure extension in our
theorem has been known for some time it is the proof of the ex-
istence of an ^-regular measure which is new.

Before presenting the main extension theorem we introduce
some of the notations used in the proof. If μeMRiJ^) then μ*9

the (finitely additive) inner measure associated with μ, and μ*, the
(finitely additive) outer measure associated with μ are defined as
follows: For any Ee2x, μ*(E) = supμ(£), ΰ 6 , j / ( ^ ) , BaE, μ*(E) =
mίμ(B), B e j / ^ ) , BZDE. If ^ and £?2 are sublattices of 2X and
& is a subalgebra of 2X such that •J^(=5 1̂)c: & c , J ^ ( ^ ) , then if
μeM(&) we say μ is j ^ 2 regular if μ(B) = supμ(L2), L2e^f20 &
and L2 c 5. We can now present our general measure extension
theorem.

THEOREM 2.1. Suppose ^ c ^ are sublattices of 2X. Then if
μeMRiJέfj), μ extends to a veMR(j5f2). The extension is unique if
££{ separates ^f2. If S^2 is £έ\ countably paracompact, or &\ c.b.
or J^(=£?0 countably paracompact { = *S*f{£f^ c.b.) then if μe
MR(σ, £fύ, v e MR(σ,

Proof. Consider the collection of ordered pairs (J^ζ, μa) where
c *SK c *$/{£?$) and /iΛ is an ^-regular measure defined on

which extends μ. Partially order these pairs as follows:
£, i"«) ^ (J^s, ^ ) i f a n d °nly if J ^ C J ^ and μβ extends μa. Then

ς, μa)} is trivially inductively ordered and hence by Zorn's lemma,
there is a maximal element( &,v). We will show that & = ,i
and that v is the required measure.
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First, suppose that there is an Fe,9f2 such that F$&.. To
show this is impossible. Consider &F = the algebra generated by
£%f. and F. It is well known and easy to show that &F consists
of all sets E of the form E = (An F) (J (B Π Ff) where A, Be&.
Define a set function vF on &F as follows: for any Ez^?F, vF{E)~
»*(EΓ\F) + v*(EΠ F'). We will show that vF is an ^-regular
measure defined on &F =2 & and that zv extends v. This will con-
tradict the maximality of v and prove that Fe&2, for all F e ^ .
It will then follow that J ^ ( ^ ) c ^ since ^ is an algebra, and
since ^ c j / f ^ ) to begin with, we will get that & = >szf{Sf2).

The proof that v* and v* are additive on sets of the form A[\F
and Bf)F' respectively where A, 5 e ^ is simple and follows as in
[11], page 269, Lemma. The fact that vF is a measure on &F and
vF extends v is simple and again follows from Theorem 1 of [11],
pg. 269. We need only prove that vF is ^-regular.

Suppose then Ez&F. Then E = (Af) F)U (B n F') for some
A, ΰ e ^ . Thus EnF = Af]F and ETiί7 ' = -Bni*7'. ^ ( S n ί 7 ' ) = v*
(BnF') = suφ(C)\C(zBnF', Ce^} = supML2) | L2 e & n ̂ , iv2c
ΰfl ί 7 ' } . Thus there is an L2 6 & n ̂  such that ^ c β f l ί 7 ' and
such that v*{B Π î 7') < ^^(LJ + ε/2 ^ v * ^ Π F') + ε/2.

Consider now v*(E{\ F) = v*(A n F). There is an L; e ̂  Π ^ ' ,
L2"c:A such that v(A — LΓ) < ε/2, since v is ^ regular. It follows
that

n )} ( 2 )

^ v*(A - LΓ) = v(A - LC) < ε/2 .

Since v* is a measure on sets of the form An F where A e &
(again [11], pg. 269, Lemma) we have:

v*(AΓiF-L7nF) = v*(Af)F) - v*(L7nF) < ε/2 .

Let Lt = (L; f]F){jL2e j2f? Π ̂ . Then v,<(LΓ n f ) U L2) = v*(LΓ n
F) + v*(L2 n ί7') and therefore

vF{E) - vF{Lΐ) = vF(E) - vF((Lΐn F)U L2)
= v*(A n f ) - V*(LΓ n ί7) + ^*(5 n F>) - v,(L2 n FP)

< ε/2 + ε/2 = ε .

Thus vF is J2^ regular. Since this contradicts the maximality of
v, //^ cz ̂  and v is the required measure.

To prove that v is σ-smooth if μ is, and £f2 is i^-countably
paracompact, suppose L2tn [ 0 , n = 1, 2, 3, , where L2,w 6 ̂ . Then
by hypothesis there exist L1>ne=S^ such that L2)%cLί>% 0 . Thus
v(L2tn)czv(L[,n) = μ(L[,J I 0. Thus v is σ-smooth on ̂  and since v
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is .^-regular v is <τ-smooth on j y ( ^ ) . The proof that v e
is £f2 is J^(^fί) c.b. is analogous. Finally to prove that if
separates ^ every μeMRi^fJ extends uniquely to a veMR
we refer the reader to the proof of Theorem 4.2, pg. 303 of [3].

REMARK 2.2. If £f2 is countably compact and if μeMR(σ,
then i>eMR(σ, <.£f2) regardless. This follows from Theorem 2.1, pg.
295 of [3].

This remark gives us the first corollary which generalizes the
main extension theorem of Hardy and Lacey [6].

COROLLARY 2.3. If X is a topological space which has two
topologies J^l and J/\ with closed sets ^~[ and J^\~ and if J^Ί is
countably compact, then every μ e MR(σ, j^Ί) extends to a v e
MR{σ, j ^ ) .

The next corollary gives us a well known theorem of Marik
(see [13]).

COROLLARY 2.4. If X is a countably paracompact and normal
space, then every μeMR(σ,3ί) extends to a v e MR(σ, &~). The
extension here is unique.

Proof. In this case S^x is 5ΓX c.b. as is easy to see from the
normality of the space and the fact that it is countably para-
compact.

We also have the following:

COROLLARY 2.5. If X is a Tychonoff space such that J^x is 2?x

countably paracompact, then every μ e MR(σ, 3?x) extends to a v e
MR(σ, JTΣ).

It is natural to ask whether there is any relation between the
conditions j ^ x is 3?x countably paracompact, and J ^ , is countably
paracompact (i.e., X is countably paracompact in the usual topological
sense). Without normality the answer is no. Indeed in the Ty-
chonoff plank ^ x is %*x countably paracompact but it is not count-
ably paracompact. In addition Mack and Johnson [12], pg. 240-241
have constructed an example which is countably paracompact but
where ^ x is not ^x countably paracompact.

Obviously the following well known extension theorem is a
trivial corollary of the above theorem.
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COROLLARY 2.6. // J 5 ί c j ^ are subalgebras of 2X, every μe
extends to a v

Proof. M(J#ί) = MR(*s*ί), M(s^) = MR(^ζ) since J ^ and
are complemented.

We should mention that our extension theorem given in [3] has
some advantages over this: It gives us all the j*f2 regular extension
of μ under those circumstances. Indeed it shows that all linear
functionals extending the one associated with μ in the natural way
gives rise to an extension of μ. However, in applications all one
needs most of the time is the existence of some ^-regular measure,
and that's where the theorem presented here is more useful since
the assumptions here are minimal.

Other corollaries follow simply in view of the generality of the
theorem and so we move on and mention some applications to direct
images of measure replete spaces.

THEOREM 2.7. Let ^fx and £?z be delta lattices of subsets of X
with ^ C S ^ c r ( j 2 ^ ) and either α ^ c s ^ ) or JZl semiseparates
£^z. Let ^ c ^ be delta lattices of subsets of Y such that J*?4 is
J&2 countably paracompact. Then if T is an £fz — £fk continuous
surjection such that ,2f3 is T~1(^P

A) countably paracompact then Sfr
measure replete implies J^2-measure replete.

Proof. If μeMR(σ, £*) and μί = μ\a{^l)9 then by Theorem 2.3
of [3] we see that μ, eMR(σ, JS^). Thus S(μ,) Φ 0 . Since S(μ) =
SQtϋf *&l is measure replete. Now let v6MB((7,«Sf2). By Theorem
2.1, v extends to a v,eMR(a9 ^f4). Define ρx on σ(T~1(^fi)) =
T-\σ{^)) by p.T-'iB) = vx{B). Then pxeMR{σ, T~\^)). Since T
is an £fz — ̂ fi continuous surjection it is easy to see that p1 is well
defined and thus again by Theorem 2.1 px extends to a peMR(σ,
^f3). As noted above ^ is measure replete and thus S(p) Φ 0 .
Since vx = pT~\ S(vJ Φ 0, hence S(v) Φ 0 since S(V)ZD Sfa). Since
v was an arbitrary element of MR(σ, £f& we see that ^ is measure
replete.

As a typical type corollary one has

COROLLARY 2.8. Let X be a Tychonoff space and T be a per-
fect map from X onto a space Y such that ^ γ is %Ύ countably
paracompact (or c.b.). Then ^x is measure replete implies %γ is
measure replete.
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Proof. In the theorem take ^ = %TZ9 £?2 = %Ύ, ^
^ = _^r. As is well known σ{%'x)(zS{^rx), and ^ c ^
since in a Tychonoff space 3?x forms a base for ^ x . To see that
^ is T~\Sf^ countably paracompact (or c.b.) suppose Fn j, 0 where
Fne^x. Then by Lemma 5.2, pg. 309 of [3],T(FJ10. But
T(FJ a Zή (or Zn) for ZΛ e 5fr. Thus by taking preimages we get
the result.

COROLLARY 2.9. If T: X -+ Y is an open perfect map where X
and Y are Tychonoff spaces, then JΓX measure replete implies 5£γ

is measure replete.

Proof. In the theorem take ^ = j ^ = JTX; and j ^ 2 = ̂  = JTF

and note that for open perfect mappings, T{^x)c:%Ύ [20] Corollary
15.14). By Lemma 5.3, pg. 312 of [3] £fz is T~\^) countably
paracompact.

REMARK. Theorem 2.1 can be strengthened if we require Jί?γ

and ^ are closed under countable intersections. More precisely, if
JS^ is σ(£fύ countably paracompact in this case then if μ is count-
ably additive, so is the extension v.
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